See Karlie Kloss and Gigi Hadid in new Versace campaign

By Monica Karski - June 6, 2016

Karlie Kloss and Gigi Hadid have paired up for the Versace Fall/Winter 2016 campaign.

The US supermodels are joined by rising New York star Janiece Dilone in the campaign, which was shot by renowned fashion photographer Bruce Weber. The pictures, previewed by the Italian fashion house on Instagram, see Kloss rocking a businesslike ensemble while Hadid stars in a family frame complete with two kids and a stroller.

According to Versace, the campaign is a combination of ‘real-life’ and ‘fantastical’ images designed to illustrate "the relevance and wearability of modern #Versace for all parts of one’s life, from the ultra-glamourous to the everyday."
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